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Tatiana Madassova - Owner Villa Reale Fashion Group

“Like every woman dreams, especially the 
Russian one” says Tatiana “i’ve always 
wanted to become a ballet dancer or to 
work in the fashion industry.”

“When I was 18 years-old I started my 
career as a model, it was the very first 
touch with the fashion world. But I 
realized it wasn’t the main goal since my 
purpose was to create something mine.”
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Villa Reale brand was founded in 2004 when my second daughter was born. 
I wanted to share the importance the brand has to me, that’s why the company’s name reminds preciousness 

and historical significance.

 Fashion has always been our DNA. The journey began in 1999 with my first job as a Fashion Sales Consultant.

  After many years of experience the project of Villa reale clothes started.

EEvery season we produce weekly new clothes: they are made by fine technical processes and inspired by 
style, trends and attention to details. Villa Reale total looks evolves from street style to most refined tastes. 
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Product Innovation, design and style with an accurate research makes our Collection 
perfect for the woman that wants to be modern. We never stop: each outfit is the 

result of a continuous experimentation and dynamics of colors, textures and 
models. Our purpose is to give products which are always up-to-date with fashion 

trends by reflecting at the same time the preferences of our clients.
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BrandVilla Reale fits a dynamic and ironic woman that wants to be appealing and never 
predictable. Every article is fashionable and unconventional. They identify the urban 

lifestyle and they are made for those who like to play with different styles.
Our clothes are suitable for every occasion. Villa Reale designs the perfect mood: 

it’s your fashion total look.
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Tatiana Madassova
tatiana.madassova@libero.it

+39 347 096 7340


